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10 CONCENTRATE TRANSPORT 

The copper and gold concentrate will be pumped as a slurry from the Watut Process Plant 
to the Lae Tidal Basin Concentrate Filtration Plant in a buried steel pipeline.  The high-
pressure pipeline will have leak detection and shut-down systems.  

The 100km pipeline will be approximately 150mm in diameter, with an internal HDPE liner, 
and follow the general path of the NAR until it reaches an existing high-voltage electricity 
transmission line, located approximately 500m south of the Highlands Highway, near 
Zifasing village.  The concentrate pipeline will then follow the transmission line corridor 
east along the Markham River valley to Yalu on the Highlands Highway.  From there it will 
follow the Highlands Highway in a southeasterly direction before diverging to terminate at 
the Lae Tidal Basin (Option A1, refer to Figure 1.1).   

The preferred alignment (Option A1, refer to Figure 1.1) is the most direct route to the Lae 
Tidal Basin Concentrate Filtration Plant; however, two alternative concentrate pipeline 
alignments are also under consideration (Options A2 and A3, refer to Figure 1.1).  
Approval is being sought for of all three options, subject to finalisation of the design and 
vegetation and cultural heritage clearance surveys; however, only one option will be used.   

Where the concentrate pipeline does not follow the NAR, a 20m wide construction 
footprint has been assumed for the impact assessment.  Where the concentrate pipeline 
runs alongside the existing PNG Power Limited (PPL) powerline, no substantial clearing is 
required.  When traversing watercourses, the pipeline will be placed on new, elevated 
structures.  However, other options such as trenching or horizontal directional drilling will 
be used subject to the findings of site-specific investigations, including geotechnical 
assessment.

A booster pump station on the concentrate pipeline will be required and is located in the 
vicinity of Erap (refer to Figure 1.1). 

  


